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§5481.  Rates for fee-for-service programs 

 1.  Agencies providing service.  Beginning July 
1, 1996, all rates for fee-for-service or grant-in-aid 
programs paid by the Department of Mental Health, 
Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services to 
private agencies providing services to individuals with 
mental retardation must consist of 2 parts. 

A.  The first part of the rate must be based upon 
negotiations between the department and the in-
dividual agency for projected costs to provide 
that service. 

B.  The 2nd part of the rate must reflect reim-
bursement for any increase in the  cost of work-
ers' compensation insurance over the cost in 
fiscal year 1995-96.  This 2nd part must be ad-
justed annually upon renewal of the insurance.   
In this second part, providers that receive an 
experience modification rating of less than 1.0 
must be paid 1/2 of any cost decrease attributable 
to their having received that experience rating.  
Providers that receive experience modification 
ratings between 1.0 and 1.39 and have loss 
prevention plans in place must be paid the full 
amount of any cost increase.  Providers that 
receive experience modification ratings of 1.4 or 
greater and have loss prevention plans in place 
must be paid 1/2 of the cost increase. 

 Sec.  2.  Appropriation.  The following funds 
are appropriated from the General Fund to carry out 
the purposes of this Act. 

  1996-97 

MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL 

RETARDATION AND 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF 

Medicaid Services - Mental 

Retardation 

 All Other $156,000 

Appropriates funds to support 
the net increase in the cost of 
workers' compensation 
insurance for certain agencies. 

Mental Retardation Services - 

Community 

 All Other $9,000 

Appropriates funds to support 
the net increase in the cost of 

workers' compensation 
insurance for certain agencies. 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 

HEALTH, MENTAL 

RETARDATION AND 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES ____________ 

TOTAL $165,000 

 Emergency clause.  In view of the emergency 
cited in the preamble, this Act takes effect when 
approved. 

Effective April 11, 1996. 

CHAPTER 686 

H.P. 1287 - L.D. 1767 

An Act to Revise the Sunrise Review Process 
for Occupational and Professional Regulation 

Be it enacted by the People of the State of 
Maine as follows: 

 Sec. 1.  5 MRSA §12015, sub-§3, as enacted 
by PL 1985, c. 748, §13, is repealed and the following 
enacted in its place: 

 3.  Sunrise review required.  Any joint standing 
committee of the Legislature that considers proposed 
legislation to establish a board to license or otherwise 
regulate an occupation or profession not previously 
regulated or to substantially expand regulation of an 
occupation or profession currently regulated shall 
evaluate whether the occupation or profession should 
be regulated or further regulated.  For the purposes of 
this section, "substantially expand regulation" means 
to add a new regulatory category or to expand the 
scope of practice for current practitioners.  In order to 
evaluate this legislation, the joint standing committee 
shall, without a public hearing, briefly and informally 
review legislation referred to the committee that 
proposes a new occupational or professional board or 
substantial expansion of regulation and an applicant's 
answers pertaining to evaluation criteria as required by 
Title 32, section 60-J.  Following this informal review, 
the committee shall: 

A.  Immediately hold a public hearing to accept 
information addressing the evaluation criteria 
listed in Title 32, section 60-J from any profes-
sional or occupational group or organization, any 
individual or any other interested party who is a 
proponent or opponent of the legislation; 

B.  Request that the Commissioner of Profes-
sional and Financial Regulation conduct an inde-
pendent assessment of the applicant's answers to 
the evaluation criteria listed in Title 32, section 
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60-J and report the commissioner's findings back 
to the committee by a specific date; or 

C.  Request that the Commissioner of Profes-
sional and Financial Regulation establish a tech-
nical committee to assess the applicant's answers 
to the evaluation criteria listed in Title 32, sec-
tion 60-J following the procedures of Title 32, 
chapter 1-A, subchapter II and report its findings 
to the commissioner within 6 months of estab-
lishment of the committee. 

Any recommendation by a joint standing committee to 
the full Legislature for the establishment or expansion 
of jurisdiction of an occupational or professional 
regulatory board must include a written statement 
describing the manner in which the assessment of 
answers to the evaluation criteria was conducted and a 
concise summary of the evaluation. 

 Sec. 2.  32 MRSA c. 1-A, sub-c. II is 
enacted to read: 

SUBCHAPTER II 

SUNRISE REVIEW PROCEDURES 

§60-J. Evaluation criteria 

 Pursuant to Title 5, section 12015, subsection 3, 
any professional or occupational group or organiza-
tion, any individual or any other interested party, 
referred to in this section as the "applicant group," that 
proposes regulation of any unregulated professional or 
occupational group or substantial expansion of 
regulation of a regulated professional or occupational 
group shall submit with the proposal written answers 
and information pertaining to the evaluation criteria 
enumerated in this section to the appropriate commit-
tee of the Legislature.  The technical committee, the 
Commissioner of Professional and Financial Regula-
tion, referred to in this subchapter as the 
"commissioner," and the joint standing committee, 
before it makes its final recommendations to the full 
Legislature, also shall accept answers and information 
pertaining to the evaluation criteria from any party  
that opposes such regulation or expansion and from 
any other interested party.  All answers and 
information submitted must identify the applicant 
group, the opposing party or the interested party 
making the submission and the proposed regulation or 
expansion of regulation that is sought or opposed.   
The commissioner may develop standardized  
questions designed to solicit information concerning 
the evaluation criteria.  The preauthorization 
evaluation criteria are: 

 1.  Data on group.  A description of the 
professional or occupational group proposed for 
regulation or expansion of regulation, including the 
number of individuals or business entities that would 

be subject to regulation, the names and addresses of 
associations, organizations and other groups represent-
ing the practitioners and an estimate of the number of 
practitioners in each group; 

 2.  Specialized skill.  Whether practice of the 
profession or occupation proposed for regulation or 
expansion of regulation requires such a specialized 
skill that the public is not qualified to select a compe-
tent practitioner without assurances that minimum 
qualifications have been met; 

 3.  Public health; safety; welfare.  The nature 
and extent of potential harm to the public if the 
profession or occupation is not regulated, the extent to 
which there is a threat to the public's health, safety or 
welfare and production of evidence of potential harm, 
including a description of any complaints filed with 
state law enforcement authorities, courts, departmental 
agencies, other professional or occupational boards 
and professional and occupational associations that 
have been lodged against practitioners of the profes-
sion or occupation in this State within the past 5 years; 

 4.  Voluntary and past regulatory efforts.  A 
description of the voluntary efforts made by practi-
tioners of the profession or occupation to protect the 
public through self-regulation, private certifications, 
membership in professional or occupational associa-
tions or academic credentials and a statement of why 
these efforts are inadequate to protect the public; 

 5.  Cost; benefit.  The extent to which regulation 
or expansion of regulation of the profession or 
occupation will increase the cost of goods or services 
provided by practitioners and the overall cost-
effectiveness and economic impact of the proposed 
regulation, including the indirect costs to consumers; 

 6.  Service availability of regulation.  The 
extent to which regulation or expansion of regulation 
of the profession or occupation would increase or 
decrease the availability of services to the public; 

 7.  Existing laws and regulations.  The extent to 
which existing legal remedies are inadequate to 
prevent or redress the kinds of harm potentially 
resulting from nonregulation and whether regulation 
can be provided through an existing state agency or in 
conjunction with presently regulated practitioners; 

 8.  Method of regulation.  Why registration, 
certification, license to use the title, license to practice 
or another type of regulation is being proposed, why 
that regulatory alternative was chosen and whether the 
proposed method of regulation is appropriate; 

 9.  Other states.  A list of other states that 
regulate the profession or occupation, the type of 
regulation, copies of other states' laws and available 
evidence from those states of the effect of regulation 
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on the profession or occupation in terms of a before-
and-after analysis; 

 10. Previous efforts.  The details of any  
previous efforts in this State to implement regulation 
of the profession or occupation; 

 11. Mandated benefits.  Whether the profession 
or occupation plans to apply for mandated benefits; 

 12. Minimal competence.  Whether the pro-
posed requirements for regulation exceed the  
standards of minimal competence and what those 
standards are; and 

 13.  Financial analysis.  The method proposed 
to finance the proposed regulation and financial data 
pertaining to whether the proposed regulation can be 
reasonably financed by current or proposed licensees 
through dedicated revenue mechanisms. 

§60-K.  Commissioner's independent assessment 

 1.  Fees.  Any applicant group whose regulatory 
proposal has been directed to the commissioner for 
independent assessment shall pay an administrative  
fee determined by the commissioner, which may not 
exceed $500.  The commissioner may waive the fee if 
the commissioner finds it in the public's interest to do 
so.  Such a finding by the commissioner may include, 
but is not limited to, circumstances in which the 
commissioner determines that: 

A.  The applicant group is an agency of the State; 
or 

B.  Payment of the application fee would impose 
unreasonable hardship on members of the appli-
cant group. 

 2.  Criteria.  In conducting the independent 
assessment, the commissioner shall apply the evalua-
tion criteria established in section 60-J to all of the 
answers and information submitted to the commis-
sioner or otherwise collected by the commissioner 
pursuant to section 60-J. 

 3.  Recommendations.  The commissioner shall 
prepare a final report, for the joint standing committee 
of the Legislature that requested the evaluation, that 
includes any legislation required to implement the 
commissioner's recommendation.  The commissioner 
may recommend that no legislative action be taken on 
a proposal.  If the commissioner finds that final 
answers to the evaluation criteria are sufficient to 
support some form of regulation, the commissioner 
shall recommend an agency to be responsible for the 
regulation and the level of regulation to be assigned to 
the applicant group.  The recommendations of the 
commissioner must reflect the least restrictive method 
of regulation consistent with the public interest. 

§60-L.  Technical committee; fees; membership; 
duties; commissioner's recommendation 

 1.  Fees.  Any applicant group whose regulatory 
proposal has been directed to the commissioner for 
review by a technical committee shall pay a fee 
determined by the commissioner as required to 
administer the technical committee, which fee may not 
exceed $1,000.  The administrative fee is not refund-
able, but the commissioner may waive all or part of  
the fee if the commissioner finds it in the public's 
interest to do so.  Such a finding by the commissioner 
may include, but is not limited to, circumstances in 
which the commissioner determines that: 

A.  The applicant group is an agency of the State; 
or 

B.  Payment of the application fee would impose 
unreasonable hardship on members of the appli-
cant group. 

 2.  Technical committee membership.  The 
commissioner shall appoint a technical committee 
consisting of 7 members to examine and investigate 
each proposal. 

A.  Two members must be from the profession or 
occupation being proposed for regulation or ex-
pansion of regulation. 

B.  Two members must be from professions or 
occupations with a scope of practice that  
overlaps that of the profession or occupation 
being proposed for regulation or expansion of 
regulation.  If there is more than one overlapping 
profession or occupation, representatives of the 2 
with the greatest number of practitioners must be 
appointed. 

C.  One member must be the commissioner or  
the commissioner's designee. 

D.  Two members must be public members.  
These persons and their spouses, parents or chil-
dren may not be or ever have been members of, 
and may not have or ever have had a material fi-
nancial interest in, the profession or occupation 
being proposed for regulation or expansion of 
regulation or another profession or occupation 
with a scope of practice that may overlap that of 
the profession or occupation being proposed for 
regulation. 

The professional and public members serve without 
compensation.  The chair of the committee must be  
the commissioner, the commissioner's designee or a 
public member.  The commissioner shall ensure that 
the total composition of the committee is fair and 
equitable. 
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 3.  Meetings.  As soon as possible after appoint-
ment, a technical committee shall meet and review the 
proposal assigned to it.  Each committee shall 
investigate the proposed regulation and, on its own 
motion, may solicit public input.  Notice of all 
meetings must be printed in the legislative calendar at 
an appropriate time preceding the meeting. 

 4.  Procedure for review.  Applicant groups are 
responsible for furnishing evidence upon which a 
technical committee makes its findings.  The technical 
committee may also utilize information received 
through public input or through its own research or 
investigation.  The committee shall make a report of  
its findings and file the report with the commissioner.  
The committee shall evaluate the application presented 
to it based on the information provided as required by 
section 60-J.  If the committee finds that additional 
information is required to assist in developing its 
recommendations, it may require that the applicant 
group provide this information or may otherwise 
solicit information for this purpose.  If the committee 
finds that final answers to the evaluation criteria are 
sufficient to support regulation of a profession or 
occupation not currently regulated, the committee  
must also recommend the least restrictive method of 
regulation to be implemented, consistent with the 
public interest.  Whether it recommends approval or 
denial of an application, the committee may make 
additional recommendations regarding solutions to 
problems identified during the review. 

 5.  Commissioner report.  After receiving and 
considering reports from the technical committee, the 
commissioner shall prepare a final report, for the joint 
standing committee of the Legislature that requested 
the review, that includes any legislation required to 
implement the commissioner's recommendation.  The 
final report must include copies of the committee 
report, but the commissioner is not bound by the 
findings and recommendations of the report.  In 
compiling the report, the commissioner shall apply the 
criteria established in section 60-J and may consult 
with the technical committee.  The recommendations 
of the commissioner must reflect the least restrictive 
method of regulation consistent with the public 
interest.  The final report must be submitted to the 
joint standing committee of the Legislature having 
jurisdiction over occupational and professional 
regulation matters no later than 9 months after the 
proposal is submitted to the technical committee and 
must be made available to all other members of the 
Legislature upon request. 

The commissioner may recommend that no legislative 
action be taken on a proposal.  If the commissioner 
recommends that a proposal of an applicant group be 
approved, the commissioner shall recommend an 
agency to be responsible for the regulation and the 

level of regulation to be assigned to the applicant 
group. 

 Sec. 3.  Allocation.  The following funds are 
allocated from Other Special Revenue funds to carry 
out the purposes of this Act. 

  1996-97 

PROFESSIONAL AND 

FINANCIAL REGULATION, 

DEPARTMENT OF 

Administrative Services Division 

 All Other $1,500 

Allocates funds for the costs of 
conducting the sunrise review 
process for proposed 
professional regulatory boards. 

See title page for effective date. 

CHAPTER 687 

S.P. 668 - L.D. 1730 

An Act to Require the Department of Human 
Services to Base Eligibility for Medicaid 

Reimbursement for Nursing Facility Care on 
a Person's Entire Medical Condition 

 Emergency preamble.  Whereas, Acts of the 
Legislature do not become effective until 90 days after 
adjournment unless enacted as emergencies; and 

 Whereas, the Department of Human Services 
has implemented extremely strict medical eligibility 
criteria for Medicaid nursing facility assistance, which 
is commonly referred to by the name of the  
assessment form "MED-94"; and 

 Whereas, the MED-94 limits the review of an 
applicant's medical condition to the 7 days immedi-
ately prior to the day of the assessment, thereby 
precluding a comprehensive assessment based on the 
applicant's complete medical condition; and 

 Whereas, a 7-day period does not provide a 
sufficient basis by which to determine a person's long-
term care needs and in many cases penalizes  
applicants for having an atypical week of relatively 
good health; and 

 Whereas, alternatives to nursing facility level  
of care continue to be grossly inadequate, particularly 
alternative settings that are capable of providing a  
high level of care to frail elderly citizens; and 




